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in a footnote to the section on health hazards, washington shares this account of a personal experience: "the first time i had a job that required high degrees of skill and dexterity, i worked for a doctor under orders to
amputate a leg. about a year before that experience, while i was a sophomore in college, i had my appendix removed without anesthetic, and a small but well-defined mass was detected in the scar site. when i was
required to return to work, i broke the seal on the bottle of disinfectant and, as i may have mentioned earlier, i had just been vaccinated for polio. my firm interest in health matters was reawakened, and i was not

particularly surprised when, the day after i returned to work, the surgeons called me into their office and explained that they had first been alarmed by a sign they had seen on my scar—it was changing color. they were
sure they had made the right decision, but i remembered taking a small bottle of iodine under my arm in the presence of a number of my old schoolmates before the operation began. i was afraid that someone had stolen

my bottle. as i walked down the corridor to the operating room, i kept thinking that perhaps i should have told the surgeons that i had meant to apply iodine not to the surgical site but to the small bottle of iodine at the
base of my right arm. i left the hospital feeling even more curious than before, and when i learned that they had employed anesthetics, and had no reason for fearing infection of the scar, i got to wondering how the

operation had gone. when i learned that they had not found a tumor, and that the mass had turned out to be an intestinal loop, i left the hospital and the college campuses changed from a science of facts and facts of
science to something i still can't believe—a science of information-experience-awareness. i am not sure if the experience changed my mind about the hospital, but i do know that it changed my mind about medicine and

medicine changed my mind about philosophy and philosophy changed my mind about life. 5ec8ef588b
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